
 

Business Development Specialist in Residence - Health and Fitness focus 

 Two month residency: summer/early fall 2020 

Background 

ODC is a groundbreaking contemporary arts institution: a world-class dance company, ODC/Dance; a             

state-of-the-art presenting venue, ODC/Theater; and dance school for all ages and movement levels,             

ODC/School. ODC is also home to the Healthy Dancers Clinic, providing volunteer-staffed, fee-free diagnostic              

services and educational programs. In its 49th year, ODC is known nationally for its entrepreneurial savvy as well                  

as artistic innovation and remains driven by its mission to inspire audiences, cultivate artists, engage community,                

and foster diversity and inclusivity through dance. Our physical campus is located in San Francisco’s Mission                

District. Our in-person and digital offerings contribute to community development, the Bay Area’s arts              

ecosystem, and to personal creative art-making as well as  health and wellness opportunities for all ages. 

Purpose of Role 

As part of its ODC/Health initiative, ODC is planning a premium, specialty program to provide a personalized                 

health and fitness experience for people who desire the attention of a personal trainer as well as the community                   

context of a welcoming classroom, and access to ODC’s unique resources. We propose that ODC Health program                 

participants will value the unique strength, balance, and endurance of professional dancers and strive for their                

own health and fitness goals. We propose that they will also value ODC’s context of comprehensive programs to                  

support their overall well-being, including opportunities to explore a spectrum of approaches to wellness,              

nutrition, recovery, and dance offerings at all levels and a connection with personal creativity. A key component                 

of ODC’s program will be personal coaches who help participants customize their engagement with the program                

and its menu of services to meet their individual goals and cohesively create a dialogue among different fitness                  

methodologies. 

 

ODC seeks a Business Development Specialist with an expertise in fitness to build the organization’s               

understanding and to lead strategic analysis of the opportunities and the value proposition of developing this                

program. During their residency, the Specialist will play a lead role in designing and developing the proposed                 

health and fitness program plan for launch and implementation in Q4 of 2020; the Specialist will work closely                  

with ODC’s executive leadership team to identify and articulate the vision for--and optimal relationship              

between--the organization’s current programmatic areas and this offering. A key deliverable of the Residency              

will be the development of an investment strategy and a business plan that are executable by ODC as a                   

non-profit organization with limited financial and technology resources. 

 

The Specialist will help ODC drive growth in its earned revenue streams, expand its community impact and                 

reach, and other priority areas (including recognition as a center of creativity and wellness and its contributed                 

revenue) by diversifying the ways in which the organization delivers mission (traditionally achieved through              



dance classes, contemporary dance performances, theater presentations, Healthy Dancer Clinic offerings, and            

special activities) with focus on creating sustainable new value. 

 

ODC is clear-sighted about the challenge of the current moment as an arts non-profit, and the significance of the                   

opportunity before us. We are seeking a Business Development Specialist with expertise in fitness, program               

architecture and launch, audience/user experience. The successful candidate will also demonstrate their            

appetite to help a unique, creative non-profit organization engineer its next chapter while celebrating and               

retaining what makes it unique.  

Role structure/compensation 

The role will report to the Executive Director and will work in close consort with the Founding Artistic Director,                   

School Director, and Special Project Manager(s) within the ODC/Health initiative.  

Given limited resources, the brevity of this residency, a pressurized environment, and the significance of               

opportunity, ODC is galvanized to move quickly from concept to implementation. ODC envisions a staff               

appointment residency for the Specialist of two months, with the potential for extending for one additional                

month. Time base for the role is expected to be a minimum of 20 hours per week minimum and a maximum of                      

28 hours per week. Compensation range of $50 - $65 per/hour DOE. The specific schedule of work to be                   

developed by the Business Development Specialist and the Executive Director.  

The Person  

● You’re passionate about health and wellness with expertise and first-hand experience in the fitness              

market from specific programs and processes and data to operating models, incentives, and culture.  

● You have outstanding skills in evaluating and improving consumer experience from fitness to wellness              

lifestyle programs. 

● Your experience with the fitness market includes on-line and virtual platforms as well as in-studio/gym               

experience. 

● You’re creative and enjoy collaborating across departments and disciplines to design new programs. 

● You are comfortable in a fast-paced project environment: you’re nimble, agile and are open to market                

and customer feedback. 

● You’re flexible and willing to develop strategy and implementation that can either be scaled or can be                 

adapted from a well-financed entity to our “start up” level budget as a non-profit arts entity with                 

traditional lack of access to deep tech stack and a lack of staff-fluency / experience with premium fitness                  

program offerings. 

● You’re connected: if you don’t know the answer, you know a few people to call who can help. 

● You resonate with ODC’s vision, mission, and values. 

The Deliverables  

ODC will welcome your ideas for refining and mutually agreeing on the ultimate list. 

● Responsible for end-to-end strategy, design, and plans for implementation of ODC’s health and fitness              

offerings within its ODC/Health initiative. In consultation with ODC School, this will include development              

of initial curriculum, instructor and personal coach criteria and selection, program schedule, other             

operations and strategic choices, and KPI and data collection. In coordination with relevant senior team               

members, this will also include contributions to branding and marketing strategies for new offerings. 



● Ensure fitness offerings support ODC’s delivery of organizational mission, and to complement and             

advance the organization’s on-going effort to balance its visionary and fundamental artistic goals with its               

top-priority commitment to sustainable fiscal health and resilience.  

● Create the bridge between data and the business operations: 

o Serve as a liaison between staff and contracted or pro-bono experts supporting implementation,             

promotion and/or evolution of fitness program. 

o Connect fitness program investments to enterprise KPIs in order to achieve positive revenue             

diversity. 

Your implementation strategy will be (1) attainable and sustainable for a non-profit organization with very               

limited budget and staff resources, and (2) will take into account the unique existing educational and artistic                 

resources. 

Your plan(s) will allow the organization to deliver fitness-related instruction and educational content on-line              

during periods of COVID shelter mandates, and articulate the ideal transition into in-person program delivery,               

when possible. 

You will help ODC identify opportunities and suggest tactics to grow its consumer base, increase its underwriting                 

and promotional partnerships designed to increase profits through its new health and fitness program. 

Preferred Qualifications 

● 2-3 years of hands-on experience in premium fitness program offerings; specialty fitness product             

design/development/launch; market analysis; audience segmentation and/or fitness consumer        

experience. 

Required Qualifications  

● Minimum of 21 years of age 

● Eligible to work in the US 

This position will work primarily out of the ODC Campus, including the Administrative Offices and studios located                 

at 351 Shotwell Street, San Francisco, CA 94110 when ODC is able to conduct in-person activity allowed by lift or                    

modification of SIP mandate, as well as from remote locations and via digital platforms as required by active SIP                   

mandates in San Francisco, and/or California. 

To Apply 

Please send your application to hr@odc.dance, identifying the job title in the subject line.  

Your application should  include: 

● Cover letter, summarizing how you would approach this role/what specifically appeals to you about this               

role and project 

● Resume and/or documentation of relevant experience 

People of color and people with disabilities, of diverse sexual orientations, gender expressions and identities, are                

encouraged to apply. 

Principals only. Recruiters; please don't contact this job poster.  

Please do not contact job poster about other services or products.  


